Polar decomposition of 3 x 3 Mueller matrix: a tool for quantitative tissue polarimetry.
The polarization properties of any medium are completely described by the sixteen element Mueller matrix that relates the polarization parameters of the light incident on the medium to that emerging from it. Measurement of all the elements of the matrix requires a minimum of sixteen measurements involving both linear and circularly polarized light. However, for many diagnostic applications, it would be useful if the polarization parameters can be quantified with linear polarization measurements alone. In this paper, we present a method based on polar decomposition of Mueller matrix for quantification of the polarization parameters of a scattering medium using the nine element (3 x 3) Mueller matrix that requires linear polarization measurements only. The methodology for decomposition of the 3 x 3 Mueller matrix is based on the previously developed decomposition process for sixteen element (4 x 4) Mueller matrix but with an assumption that the depolarization of linearly polarized light due to scattering is independent of the orientation angle of the incident linear polarization vector. Studies conducted on various scattering samples demonstrated that this assumption is valid for a turbid medium like biological tissue where the depolarization of linearly polarized light primarily arises due to the randomization of the field vector's direction as a result of multiple scattering. For such medium, polar decomposition of 3 x 3 Mueller matrix can be used to quantify the four independent polarization parameters namely, the linear retardance (delta ), the circular retardance (psi), the linear depolarization coefficient (Delta) and the linear diattenuation (d) with reasonable accuracy. Since this approach requires measurements using linear polarizers only, it considerably simplifies measurement procedure and might find useful applications in tissue diagnosis using the retrieved polarization parameters.